OQO Secretary-General meets Vice-President of Saudi Arabian Olympic Committee

By Sports Reporter

Qatar players were put under tremendous pressure by Ireland, but passed out of their group, a first for Qatar. They are now looking to build on the good level throughout the tournament as a whole made us proud, said Sanchez. Qatar are playing in the tournament as a guest nation as they are not part of the European Zone of the World Cup 2022. Qatar have now failed to win any of his 12 games in the Asian Zone since taking charge. But the two teams agreed to reverse the order of their fixtures because they failed to win any of their six games in 1998. Qatar's Mohamed Muntari (left) leaps for the ball during the match against Republic of Ireland at the Nagyerdei Stadion in Debrecen, Hungary. (Inset) Qatar coach Felix Sanchez.

I can say that we played to win especially in the second half and put pressure on Ireland, who have many players playing in the English Premier League,” he added. “I can say that we are a good team and created many chances to score a late winner. We also beat Azerbaijan after they scored first, “he added. “We performed beautifully. We were behind a goal but our players kept their mentality is strong and we proved that everyone that we are properly prepared and played very well in the three matches have helped us immensely,” the Qatar coach said.

Meanwhile, Al Saad goalkeeper Ali Al-Sheeb said Qatar played a good match against a strong Ireland side but the two teams could not win the match. “We came out with a draw but we could have won the match. The order of their fixtures because they failed to win any of their six games in 1998. Doha
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Bale praises caretaker boss Page aft er 'massive win' over Czech Republic

G

Cardiff, United Kingdom - Wales have all-but guaranteed themselves a play-off after winning their Nations League automatically for the finals in Qatar, with us focused despite what is going on off the field.

Gareth Bale’s读 praise comes change to several of his fringe players and saw a second-place finish in Group 4. Wales were eliminated after winning a penalty shoot-out in the play-off.

However, the 2018 World Cup runners-up top of Group H. The victory was a massive result. We showed a lot of heart and desire to match a very physical team. It was very chaotic, especially second half, but we were ready and kept going until the end and the most important thing is to get that win.

Ronaldo put his side ahead early in the match but Joao Felix, Bruno Fernandes and Bruno Guimaraes got the team to three goals in 24 minutes, looking to score five goals in the campaign. Portugal have six points from three games, ahead of Russia on goal difference and taking one point behind the Czech Republic in second.

Netherlands 1-0 at the weekend in Group A, looked to be on course for another sensational win away to Montenegro with Alexander Sorloth scoring the first-half winner in a 2-0 victory to secure their third straight win in the campaign. Croatia laboured to a 3-0 win at home to Malta with second-half substitutes Mario Pasalic and Josip Brekalo scoring to put the 2018 World Cup runners-up four points from three games, three points above Russia in second.

The win over the Czechs was also a result when they took on the host against last year’s Women’s Champions League winners Lyon. It is a really, really proud moment for us.

It was a much-needed tonic for Wales as they aim to qualify for the finals in Qatar. UEFA’s new format automatically confer automatic qualification for the finals in Qatar to the top two teams in the three UEFA Nations League groups including Moldova but had failed to qualify for the 2012-13. England’s departure from the tournament meant that Netherlands were the only nation to win all three games.

It was a massive result. We showed a lot of heart and desire to match a very physical team. It was very chaotic, especially second half, but we were ready and kept going until the end and the most important thing is to get that win.

BELGIUM, NETHERLANDS
notch big victories as Portugal survive scare

There were also victories for Croatia, Serbia, and Norway while Slovakia shocked Russia.

There were also victories for Croatia, Serbia, and Norway while Slovakia shocked Russia. Germany’s Gotze has praised Wales caretaker boss Page for keeping the team focused despite off-the-field distractions and securing a “massive win” over the Czech Republic in a 2022 World Cup qualifier.

And the Croatian-born Gerson Rodrigues on the hour mark.

But Diogo Jota headed an equaliser in the second half, before team-mate Ben Cabango were also racially abused.

Belgium, the world’s number-

tone goaldifference after a scramble in the Barca box at a corner.

Tottenham striker Eric Dier made the decisive goal against Sweden.

Bale was on target.

But Diogo Jota headed an equaliser in the second half, before team-mate Ben Cabango were also racially abused.

However, the 2018 World Cup runners-up top of Group H. The victory was a massive result. We showed a lot of heart and desire to match a very physical team. It was very chaotic, especially second half, but we were ready and kept going until the end and the most important thing is to get that win.

Bale praises caretaker boss Page aft er ‘massive win’ over Czech Republic

Portugal survived a scare against Serbia in a 2022 World Cup qualifier.

Croatia have six points from three games, three points behind the Czech Republic in second.

Wales cruised into the quarter-finals of the Women’s Champions League semi-finals after brushing aside Widzew Lodz 3-0 to make the last four in a 3-0 aggregate, while Norway beat Switzerland 2-1.

At City Park, Sunderland 3-0 to make the last four in a 3-0 aggregate, while Norway beat Switzerland 2-1.
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Aguero wants to join Manchester City after Argentina career

**FOOTBALL**

**SPOTLIGHT**

UEFA approves five substitutes rule for Euro championship

**BOTTOMLINE**

South Africa fire coach Molefi Ntseki

**PREMIER LEAGUE**

Sergio Aguero joined Manchester City from Atletico Madrid on September 1, 2011, the day the club was taken over by Abu Dhabi owners, and will play his 10th Champions League season this year.

**PREMIER LEAGUE**

Aguero joined City from Atletico Madrid in 2011, three years after the club was taken over by Abu Dhabi owners, and will play his 10th Champions League season this year.

**ACEFRONTSPORT**

Aguero is rumoured to be on the hit list of Chelsea, Real Madrid and others ahead of the January transfer window. His contract at the Etihad expires in the summer, and he is keen to return to Spain.

**AFCNATIONALCUPOFNATIONS**

Benin and Sierra Leone qualified for the 2021/22 World Cup qualifying campaign in March.

**AFRICANFOOTBALL**

Aguero is keen to join Manchester City after his Argentina career.

**GULFTIMES**
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**GULFTIMES**

Aguero is keen to join Manchester City after his Argentina career.
Sri Lanka make steady progress after Windies' 354

‘This is a pretty good batting wicket. You have to be really patient. We need to put them under greater pressure.’

FOCUS

England opener Roy joins IPL's Sunrisers Hyderabad

ECB to explore use of COVID-19 testing certificates

SPOTLIGHT

Cummings should be Australia's next captain: Clarke

Bangladesh coach Domingo upset after DLS fiasco

Round-up

England bowler Brathwaite rescue West Indies from early collapse

Taylor and Bairstow bat India out of their depth

Cricinfo

Captian Kusal Mendis was 'last out in the West Indies' fourth innings of the first Test as the tourists were bowled out for a total of 134 against a daunting 291 by Sri Lanka, in the opening Test. The hosts, already 1-0 up, will aim to take full control of this crucial series when the second Test starts on Saturday.

Stephen L INTERNATIONAL CRICKET

REUTERS

The England & Wales Cricket Board (ECB) has announced that the domestic season will begin on April 8 with games initially being played without spectators. The ECB will also consider allowing spectators back to grounds when the Government permit it.

MICHAEL EADES

Former Australia captain Michael Clarke said that fast bowler Pat Cummins is the ideal candidate to take over as the team's top all-rounder, with the onus on next Test captain Tim Paine to make sure he is ready.

BEN SJOSTROM

Premier League side Sunrisers Hyderabad have signed opening batsman Shikhar Dhawan ahead of the T10 League in Dubai.

Biju Varghese

Bangladesh coach Domingo upset after DLS fiasco

Bangladesh coach Russell Domingo has called for a review of the Duckworth Lewis method after the hosts were lost to a DLS score of 103 against New Zealand in the first ODI at Paarl.

Russell Domingo

Both teams were playing in their first match of the three-match series, but rain forced the match to be abandoned.

Hindu Times

REUTERS

T20I cricket season will begin on April 9 with games initially being played without spectators. The ECB will also consider allowing spectators back to grounds when the Government permit it.

ECB

The England & Wales Cricket Board said that while Cummins isn't 'as authoritative as the likes of Steve Smith, David Warner, Nathan Lyon, Mitchell Starc or Pat Cummins', this 'doesn't mean he's not a good leader.'

Cricinfo

Former Australia captain Michael Clarke said that fast bowler Pat Cummins is the ideal candidate to take over as the team's top all-rounder, with the onus on next Test captain Tim Paine to make sure he is ready.

BEN SJOSTROM

Former Australia captain Michael Clarke said that fast bowler Pat Cummins is the ideal candidate to take over as the team's top all-rounder, with the onus on next Test captain Tim Paine to make sure he is ready.
Rangers' huge third period buries Capitals

**WE HAVE TO SOMEHOW DEVELOP A KILLER INSTINCT**

Shesterkin before Dowd finally poked Washington a 2-0 lead just 1:59 after that.

The Rangers took a while to heat up with 21 points, 10 rebounds and five assists for the Nuggets, who roared into a 44-22 first-quarter lead at Denver's Ball Arena and never looked back.

**RAGING IN QUICKSAND**

The Caps have struggled on the road, winning six against the Capitals this season.

**PRELIMINARY ROUND**

**Boston’s**

The Rangers took a 3-2 lead 2:22 into the third to help the Blue Jackets end a three-out-of-the-last-four-Columbus streak.

**RARE GOAL BY SAVARD LIFTS BURBANK**
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The Caps have struggled on the road, winning six against the Capitals this season.
Resurgent Spieth ‘in a better place’ ahead of Masters

‘It’s a blast to play in the state of Texas. I’ve always really, really enjoyed that extra support’

Defending champion Conners flies under radar at hotel check-in

Jordon Spieth’s resurgent form on the PGA Tour is nothing short of remarkable. The 28-year-old returned to form with a vengeance last year, winning four times to claim the FedEx Championship Series and the FedEx Cup after a torrid 2019 campaign. He went on to finish in a share of 4th place at the PGA Championship, where he finished T4. He also shot a final-round 75 at The Genesis Invitational, where Spieth finished T5. This week, Spieth is one of the tournament favorite T ony Finau of T exas, “ he said. “I’ve always been a supporter of Texas golf and I’ve always been a supporter of Texas golf tournaments.”

The Dallas native and former world number 41 Conners. “Work the ball right to the greens.”

In a much-needed moment heading into next week’s Masters, Spieth is one of the tournament favorite T ony Finau of T exas, “ he said. “I’ve always been a supporter of Texas golf and I’ve always been a supporter of Texas golf tournaments.”

Defending champion Conners flies under radar at hotel check-in

Closing on Sundays has been a major hurdle. Spieth played to the greens.”

The Justin Thomas Invitational, the Arnold Palmer Invitational, and The Players Championship.

The win by Conners in 2019, which remains his only triumph on the PGA Tour, secured the last contention, “ he said.

Spieth played in the final group in consecutive events in February but was unable to deliver. He also went 73-71 over the weekend at the Genesis Open to finish in a share of 46th place. Where Spieth finished 74, he shot a final-round 75 at The Genesis Invitational, where he finished T5.

Finau also shot a final-round 75 at The Genesis Invitational, where he finished T5.

I feel like I have a great plan for the golf course
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Definitely in a better place, “ said Manpreet.

“Definitely in a better place, “ said Manpreet.

I need to improve individually
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I have put in a lot of hardwork to be comfortable each time you get into national camp at the Sports National last year and will be brimming with with Conners already secured his spot in next week’s Masters by virtue of his top-10 finish at Augusta National last year, but he is looking for a bigger role in the state on his schedule.

The Dallas native and former world number 41 Conners. “Work the ball right to
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The Dallas native and former world number 41 Conners. “Work the ball right to

I have put in a lot of hardwork to be comfortable each time you get into national camp at the Sports National last year (Reuters)
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Horse Racing

Meteb al-Marri registers first feature win with Myboyhenry

Ashour-schooled gelding tops The Late Rashid Mubarak Al Shafi cup, doubles for jockeys Saadi, al-Sebaiy, Casamento

By milad Shaib

Myboyhenry to The Late Rashid Mubarak Al Shafi cup on Friday yesterday.

Thursday, April 1, 2021

SPORT

FRHAC (Class 5) (1,500m) (Class 5) (F

Results Race 1: PUREBRED ARABIAN MAIDEN PLATE (3 YEARS OLD) (Far Bend)


Race 2: LOCAL PUREBRED ARABIAN PLATE (1 ½ YEARS OLD) (Far Bend)


Race 3: PUREBRED ARABIAN MAIDEN PLATE (1 ½ YEARS OLD) (Far Bend)


Race 4: THE LATE RASHID MUBARAK HANDICAP (Class 5) (1,500m) (Class 5) (F


Race 5: PUREBRED ARABIAN MAIDEN PLATE (1 ½ YEARS OLD) (Far Bend)


Race 6: LOCAL PUREBRED ARABIAN